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Students from the United World College in Las Vegas, NM spent a week doing service-learning at Wings For
LIFE International headquarters in Albuquerque. They were given training about the various Wings’ programs:
Wings Community Family Days, Wings Prison Family Days, and Wings’ educational program Wings For L.I.F.E.
(WFL). They attended a Wings For L.I.F.E. meeting and then created programs for WFL, did research, and
helped WFLI in many ways, including helping with our big annual fundraiser, the Celebration of Champions. These
comments indicate that Wings also taught them a lot.

What did you learn about Search Institute’s 40 Developmental Assets© and how does that
relate to your life or how you may interact in future relationships? How do you think they
relate to your culture?
1. I think they are useful tools to start a conversation about something important.
2. The 40 developmental assets© are very interesting and in terms of relating to my life, I feel like it is
basically explaining everything. It’s sad how a lot of people can’t relate and trying to do those would help
them to a sustainable future and basically a better life in general.
3. It is not different from my culture because my country is dominated with Catholic like 90% of population, so it
is not difficult from me to understand the rules. I think we should add one more point that we also need to
educate our sons to not have a negative thinking about the girl in their minds, because many times people
always blame the girl for everything.
4. I learned about things I took for granted, from my childhood. Things I never really thought about I realize
were essential.
5. I learned some, but I didn’t really agree with some of them. For example, I don’t think to develop well, you
need to go to church every week or refrain from sexual activity. It would be nice to know the science behind
them. As well, it’s a very westernized perspective, and I don’t think it has changed the way I will interact with
people.
6. The 40 development assets© confirm my belief about how the surroundings can shape ourselves. But since we
get to choose the assets’ achievement (for instance; whether to by establishing a good relationship with
neighborhood or not. I am aware that we can change our life ourselves. It is synonymous with my culture on
the importance of family and religion.
7. I did not agree with all of them, but I understand how a religious spiritual perspective can help to make a
deep change in people. I believe that the assets could be improved, and many of them don’t fulfil my cultural
worldview and my identity.

What have you learned by working together with your fellow students on the various
projects in the Wings’ office?
1. I incredibly appreciated them. They work efficiently, expressing useful opinions.
2. I learned how to listen to one another and cooperate to make the best of our time and I also had fun.
3. Work team, leadership, listen to my partners and come up with different ideas and all of them are
equally valid.
4. I was sick for a majority of the time, but while I was here I learned how to develop ideas by cooperating
with my friends

5. Working together with my fellow students have been proven to be very fun. Even though we may laugh a
lot and we never had the chance to interact back on campus, we still did our work efficiently and
productively in my opinion. When we became serious, I’m surprised how fast we can work.
6. Get to know each other more because even though we come from the same school, sometimes we didn’t
talk to each other that much before.
7. I’ve learned how to do things quickly.
8. I learned to have fun and how to edit video footage and I worked w/people I didn’t know very well so I
got to meet them.
9. My project is a solo one, but seeing people enhance my view on the efficacy of teamwork.
10. I had a lot of fun and I felt good to be useful to an organization with such an important mission. I think I
could have done better, though.

Why would you recommend that leaders at United World College continue to encourage
students to participate in projects like this?
1. Because experiential learning is fundamental. Because the impact we have is great.
2. I would encourage because people need to be aware of these problems. Many others force and being of
help to this organization taught me about that.
3. Because you go out of your comfort zone, you open your eyes with new stories. You realize that is real life.
4. Because we learn about the rougher sides of life. Not everyone is as fortunate as us. It’s also good to
volunteer for those that need help.
5. Wings For LIFE is an amazing non-profit organization and encouraging students to participate would help
them not only to understand more, but to help other people in the future.
6. Because these projects help students to learn and try to see and understand from other perspective of life,
because life always get back to each of us in the different ways, and where they grew up. Their environment
influences their action.
7. Because it is very educational. It opens your eyes on things you took for granted. It makes you understand
prisons, and family situations a bit more.
8. I think it’s a valuable opportunity to work with people from the community and I have learned a lot through
this experience.
9. I would recommend Wings For LIFE for people who wish to make concrete and local impact because they can
try it here.
10. Because it helps them get involved with real activism, and it helps them get involved with organizations that
are working to contribute to create a better world, and thus, precisely, is the goal of WFL. Create a better
world altogether.

Additional comments:
1. Thank you!
2. Thank you so much for the opportunity of helping and engaging with this community. All the best for Wings.
3. Thank you so much for give us an amazing opportunity to learn and thank you for a good hospitality. I really
enjoyed my time here.
4. Thank you!!!
5. Thank you for helping create a better world for us all. You guys are really making a huge difference.
6. I learned so much. THANK YOU!

Student Highlights
1. When I went to dinner at WFL I had an amazing conversation with woman. She told me a very intimate story
at Wings. I was touched by her honesty and that she wanted to share with me.
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2. Opened her eyes, heard many stories, and realized that life has not been that easy for many others. Want
to research more. Wants to help.
3. Amazed by Ann’s story, how she founded Wings inspired her.
4. Met someone who shared their story about how their only contact is with the brother, and that the state took
kids from their Native American family and the kids have major health issues.
5. Fetal Alcohol Syndrome – long discussion.
6. Celebration of Champions – Fun helping put gifts in bags. Enjoyed auctioneer, most had never been to auction
before. Exciting.
7. Discussion about climate change with gentlemen around table.
8. Teacher missed Champions because she had to take someone to the ER. She remembered her old job with
discussions of people incarcerated. Sad, but also happy that the girls enjoyed their experiences.
9. Liked going into the detention center and girl’s unit. Fundraiser was very interesting. Like from one extreme
to another. Culture shock.
10. Talked about drugs and society.
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